Electrical Contractors’ Licensing Board
July 2011 Meeting Minutes Exhibit C

A. 360TRAINING.COM, INC. (#0003625)
   1. App#4953 - GREEN BUILDING-BUILDING ENERGY USE (ONLINE)
      Denied – need to verify time - incorrect hours and no course outline
   2. App#4954 - GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE-CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES (ONLINE)
      Approved
   3. App#4957 - BASIC SAFETY ORIENTATION (ONLINE)
      Approved
   App#5046 - NEC 2008 CODE UPDATE-PART 2 (ONLINE)
      Approved
   App#5047 - BUSINESS ETHICS (ONLINE)
      Approved
   4. App#5237 - LOCKOUT-TAGOUT (ONLINE)
      Approved

B. ADCOX GROUP, INC. (#0002318)
   5. App#5251 – CONSTRUCTION SEMINAR #1
      Approved
   6. App#5254 – WORKPLACE SAFETY (ONLINE)
      Approved

C. COMMERCIAL FIRE & COMMUNICATIONS INC (EC0003134)
   7. App#393 - FIRE ALARM SYSTEM AGENT CE COURSE
      Approved
   8. App#200 - BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM AGENT CE COURSE
      Approved

D. ELITE CEU, INC. (EC 0004573)
9. App#5190 - NOTIFICATION DEVICES (ONLINE)  
   Approved
10. App#5191 - COMMERCIAL FIRE ALARM SALES (ONLINE)  
    Approved
11. App#5192 - EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT FIRE ALARMS BUT WERE TOO AFRAID TO ASK (ONLINE)  
    Approved
12. App#5193 - FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS (ONLINE)  
    Approved
13. App#5194 - INITIATING DEVICES (ONLINE)  
    Approved
14. App#5195 - CCTV SITE SURVEY (ONLINE)  
    Approved
15. App#5196 - OVERVIEW-LIFE SAFETY CODES MOD 1-ONLINE  
    Approved
16. App#5197 - OVERVIEW-LIFE SAFETY CODES MOD 2-ONLINE  
    Approved

E. FASABASA.COM (EC 0005148)  
17. App#391 – FASA/BASA RENEWAL 6-HR COMBO FASA COURSE (ONLINE)  
   Approved
18. App#199 – FASA/BASA RENEWAL 6-HR COMBO BASA COURSE(ONLINE)  
   Approved

F. FEDERATED MUTUAL INSURANCE (EC 0001107)  
19. App#5013 - ARE YOU COVERED? BUSINESS ERRORS & OMISSIONS  
   Approved

G. FLORIDA ASSOCIATION OF ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS (EC 0000857)
20. App#5231 - CONSTRUCTION LIEN LAW UPDATE
   Approved
21. App#5232 - THE IMPACTS OF SUSTAINABLE LIGHTING ON ELECTRICAL
   Approved
22. App#5250 - MAKING YOUR CLAIM STICK
   Approved

FLORIDA CONSORTIUM OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION OF
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS (EC 0001064)

23. App#4937 - READING PUMP CURVES
   Approved – 1 hour Technical
24. App#4938 - INTRODUCTION TO CALCULATING TOTAL DYNAMIC HEAD
   Approved – 1 hr T
25. App#4939 - SOUND ATTENUATED PUMPS
   Approved – 1 hr T
26. App#4940 - PRINCIPLES OF PUMPING
   Approved

GORDON "DON' BRINDLEY EDUCATION (EC 0002083)

27. App#5006 - ANALYSIS OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
   Approved

H. JADE LEARNING INC (EC 0000890)

28. Application # 5202 - GROUNDING/BONDING ACCORDING TO 2011 NEC (ONLINE)
   Approved
29. Application # 5203 - GROUNDING/BONDING ACCORDING TO 2011 NEC
   (HOMESTUDY)
   Approved – 4 hrs T
30. Application # 5204 - OVERCURRENT PROTECTION...2011 NEC (HOMESTUDY)
   Approved
31. Application # 5205 - OVERCURRENT PROTECTION...2011 NEC (ONLINE)
   Approved

32. Application # 5206 - RESIDENTIAL WIRING...2011 NEC ONLINE
   Approved

33. Application # 5207 - RESIDENTIAL WIRING...2011 NEC-HOMESTUDY
   Approved

I. MIKE HOLT ENTERPRISES, INC. (EC 0000895)
34. App#5007 - NEC REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLAR PV SYSTEMS (ONLINE)
   Approved – 7 hours T

35. App#5021 - NEC REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLAR PV SYSTEMS (CORRESPONDENCE)
   Approved – 7 hours T

36. App#5241 - SOLAR PV BOOT CAMP
   Approved

J. NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL (EC 0000856)
37. App#5247 - RESIDENTIAL FIRE ALARM
   Approved
   App#5248 - INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE
   Approved

38. App#5249 - LIFE SAFETY CODE
   Approved

K. PACEPDH.COM D/B/A OF THE MEDIA FACTORY (EC 0002868)
39. App#4941 - NEC 2011 ANALYSIS OF CHANGES-PT 1 (ONLINE)
   Approved

40. App#4942 - NEC 2011 ANALYSIS OF CHANGES-PT II (ONLINE)
   Approved

L. PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS INC (EC 0004915)
41. App#389 - FIRE ALARM AGENT CERTIFICATION (Training)
   Approved
42. App# 390- FIRE ALARM AGENT RENEWAL (CE)
   Approved

M. STEVEN J. OWEN ELECTRICAL CONSULTANT DBA NATIONAL CODE SEMINARS (EC 0000929)
43. App#5039 - INTRO TO THE 2011 NEC (with FBC 313.1-SIGNIFICANT CODE CHANGES)
   Approved 15 hours includes 1 hr Adv

ADDENDUM:

N. ALARM ASSOCIATION OF FLORIDA, INC. (EC 0001140)
1. Application # 394 - FASA CERTIFICATION RENEWAL-ONLINE
   Approved